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ABSTRACT

A new approach to digital image signatures �water�
marks� is proposed in this study� An image signature
algorithm consists of two stages � signature casting and
signature detection� In the �rst stage� small changes are
embedded in the image which afterwards are identi�ed
in the second stage� After chosing certain pixel blocks
from the image� a constraint is embedded among their
Discrete Cosine Transform �DCT� coe�cients� Two dif�
ferent embedding rules are proposed� The �rst one em�
ploys a linear type constraint among the selected DCT
coe�cients and the second assigns circular detection re�
gions� similar to the vector quantization techniques� The
resistance of the digital signature to JPEG compression
and to �ltering are analyzed�

� INTRODUCTION

Image signature algorithms represent a new� fast emerg�
ing area in image processing� The image signatures �wa�
termarks� are used to identify the owner of a certain im�
age and thus to avoid the unauthorized distribution of
digital image copies 	
�� The digital signing algorithms
must ful�ll certain requirements� Thus� the digital sig�
nature must not distort visually the image and should
be resistant to di�erent image processing algorithms�
Various algorithms were lately proposed for image

copyright protection� They deal with either embedding
small changes in the graylevel domain 	� or in DCT do�
main 	��� The image signature problem can be treated
as an application of the signal detection theory 	��
The proposed signature casting algorithms consist of

two processing steps� In the �rst step the positions of
certain pixel blocks are selected in the image based on
the decision of a Gaussian network classi�er� The in�
puts in the classi�er are the distances measured in the
number of blocks between each two selected blocks� The
graylevels of these blocks are modifyed such that a con�
straint is embedded in their DCT coe�cients� In the
�rst approach we embed a linear constraint and in the
second we de�ne circular detection regions around cer�
tain selected coe�cients� The digital signatures embed�
ded by the proposed algorithms are designed to be resis�

tant at the standard image compression algorithm 	���
The DCT coe�cient modi�cation is directly related to
the assumed compression ratio� This means that we are
able to embed a signature that resists up to a certain
compression ratio� The signatures can be identi�ed ex�
clusively from the image context without needing the
original image� The modi�cations brought by the signa�
ture are image dependent� The signature can be identi�
�ed in each frame of a signed image sequence�

� BLOCK SITE SELECTION

In this stage certain pixel blocks are selected in the im�
age according to a parametric based relation� The im�
age is partitioned in blocks of size � � � pixels� similar
to the block size considered in the JPEG compression
algorithm 	��� The selection of the locations is based on
a Gaussian network classi�er �
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where the inputs xj� for j � 
� � � � � N are the dis�
tances between each two consecutive block locations� L
is the number of Gaussian functions and wi�j� ri�j are
the network parameters provided by the signature code�
The output of the network must be larger than a level
� � ��� 
� for a selected location� The value � splits the
range of all possible distances between two chosen lo�
cations� in two classes� those which ful�ll the condition
imposed by the signature and those which do not ful�ll
it�

In the signature casting stage� we should use the in�
verse of the relation �
�� Let us consider as known the
�rst N � 
 distances between each two consecutive cho�
sen sites to be signed� xj � dj for j � 
� � � � � N � 
�
From �
� we obtain the following range of block sites
that all ful�ll the given relation �
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For consecutive block distances� the Gaussian func�
tions are activated in a certain order� only one at the
time� The requirement imposed to the coe�cients of
the Gaussian network to set up such a classi�er is to
form a circulant matrix �
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for i � 
� � � � � L and j � � � � � � N � Only one block lo�
cation is chosen from the entire range of possibilities�
based on the minimal distortion produced in the image�
A given block site can not be situated in the activation
range of two di�erent Gaussian functions� In order to
avoid this� we set up the following condition �

min fwi�j��� wi���jg � Ti�j � 
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for j � � � � � � N � i � 
� � � � � L and Ti�j is provided in ����
The bounds of the selected blocks number denoted by

n are �
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where M�R is the image size and Ti�N are the distances
recursively calculated in ����
The proposed algorithm for block site selection allows

to embed the signature locally� in a certain part of the
image� The position of these regions depends on the
signature parameters and scanning order� Such a region
contains all the image blocks situated between the cho�
sen block sites which activate the �rst and the last unit
� i�e�� the L�th � from the Gaussian network �
�� The
number of pixels contained in a such of region is situated
in the following range �
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where sk is the number of pixels from a signed region�
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� DCT COEFFICIENT CONSTRAINT

JPEG is the standard image compression algorithm
which consists of three main processing blocks � Dis�
crete Cosine Transform �DCT� block� the quantizer and
the entropy coder 	��� After selecting certain block lo�
cations based on ���� their pixels are modi�ed such that
they ful�ll a constraint in the DCT domain� Usually� the
energy of the image is concentrated in the low frequency
domain �regarding the respective frequency range� and
the high frequency components represent only a small
ratio of the total energy� The signature embedded in
the DCT coe�cients should produce unnoticeable dis�
tortions in the image� The coe�cients corresponding
to the high frequency domain are cut o� by the JPEG

quantizer and they are not suitable to be used for em�
bedding a constraint� On the other hand� modi�cations
in the low frequency range may cause visible alterations
in the image� The most suitable DCT frequencies to
be used for embedding a constraint are those from the
middle range 	�� �
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The forward DCT transform is applied on the � � �
pixel blocks 	�� �
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wise� fj�k� l� are the image pixel values contained in the
j�th block� and Fj�u� v� are the transform coe�cients�
The �rst algorithm considers a linear constraint

among the selected DCT coe�cients �

Y � FQ� �

�

where F is the vector of the modi�ed DCT frequency
coe�cients� and Q is the weighting vector provided by
the signature� We employ the least squares algorithm
for embedding this constraint�
The second algorithm de�nes circular regions around

the selected DCT frequency coe�cients� The coe�cients
of the selected frequencies have assigned certain values
according to �
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where Qi� i � 
� � � � �H is the set of coe�cient vectors
provided by the signature� This approach is similar to
the DCT vector quantization�
After embedding either the constraint �
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the image graylevels are reconstructed based on the new
DCT coe�cients �
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where gj�k� l� are the pixel values of the j�th block from
the signed image�
From all the blocks that ful�ll the condition �
�� only

the block which produces a minimal image distortion
according to the mean absolute di�erence criterion� is
chosen �
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where b denotes the position of the last chosen block
site according to �
�� Tj�N is given by ��� and k is the
selected block�



Figure 
� The original �Baboon� image�

Figure � Signed image based on linear DCT constraint�

� DIGITAL SIGNATURE DETECTION

In the signature detection stage� we evaluate which block
sites ful�ll the DCT constraint �

� or �
� and after�
wards the location constraint �
�� The main distortions
produced by JPEG compression algorithmare caused by
DCT coe�cient quantization and rounding 	��� These
distortions produce changes in the DCT coe�cient val�
ues and consequently may a�ect the embedded relations
�

� or �
��
In order to cope properly with JPEG distortions we

de�ne detection regions of certain size� in DCT coef�
�cient domain� The DCT constraint relations for the
proposed algorithms are �

�FQ � DL� �
��

k �F �Qkk
� � DC � �
��

where DL and DC determine the detection region size
and correspond to a certain compression ratio and �F de�
notes the DCT coe�cient vector in the detection stage�
The detection region size parameters� DL and DC are
associated to the distortion in the image produced by
the signature� If the image is expected to undergo
a large compression� these values are large and conse�
quently the image distortions are large� The block sites

Figure �� Selected block sites�

Figure �� Signed image based on quantization�

which are not selected according to �
�� should have
their parameters changed� in the signature casting stage�
in order not to ful�ll �
�� or �
���

After checking the relations �
�� or �
�� and �
�� the
signature decision is taken based on the percentage of
the image where the signature was found �
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where sj is the area size measured in pixels ��� where
the constraints corresponding to the signature were de�
tected� and M � R is the image size� In this way� the
signature can be detected when provided only with a
certain part of the signed image or in each frame of a
signed image sequence�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithms were applied to embed di�er�
ent signatures on various images� The original �Ba�
boon� image is shown in Fig� 
� The image Baboon
signed by the algorithms described in �

� and �
� are
provided in the Figures  and �� The signature in these
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Figure �� Linear DCT constraint�
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Figure �� Circular DCT detection regions�

images was correctly identi�ed after the images were
compressed by 
��
 and 
��
� respectively� The selected
block sites in order to embed the signature are shown
in Fig� �� The signature resistance to JPEG compres�
sion and image �ltering was tested as well� The plots
representing the signature detection results when the
images signed based on �

� or �
� are compressed by
JPEG are shown in Fig� � and Fig� �� respectively� The
signature detection results after median and moving av�
erage �ltering with a � � � pixels window are shown in
Fig� � and Fig� �� The dashed line represents the results
when embedding linear DCT constraint and the contin�
uous line represents the results when embedding circular
DCT detection regions� The signature embedding levels
DL and DC are represented by means of the respective
distortion produced in the images� which is measured
by the Signal to Noise Ratio between the signed and
original image� The conventional decision criterion� i�e��
detection ratio greater than ���� for the signature detec�
tion �
�� is represented by a dash�dot line in all these
plots� The algorithmwhich de�nes circular detection re�
gions in the DCT domain �
� provides better signature
robustness capabilities when compared to the linear con�
straint embedding algorithm �

�� If the signatures are
not designed to resist at big compression ratios� the im�
age distortions will not be signi�cant� The image quality
degrades if the signatures are intended to resist at higher
compression ratios�
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Figure �� Signature detection after median �ltering�
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Figure �� Signature detection after linear �ltering�

� CONCLUSIONS

The proposed watermarking algorithms selects certain
pixel blocks in the image and a given constraint is em�
bedded among their DCT coe�cients� They de�ne ei�
ther linear or circular detection regions in the DCT do�
main� The digital signatures proved able to resist up to
certain JPEG compression ratios and to representative
�ltering algorithms�
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